




Printing, Folding, and Cutting Instructions

Fold along all lines to create 16 rectangles of equal size. Then 
cut along creases represented by thick lines being sure not to cut 
along the last rectangle at the end of each row.

Printing 
Print your zine at home or using any printer that can print on 
both sides of 8.5”x11” letter size paper. If your printer allows, 
select 2-sided printing and select the “long-edge binding” option 
if available. If your printer does not allow for automatic 2-sided 
printing you can print each side separately, just be sure you have 
the correct orientation for the print on the second side. If you 
want to save paper you can print page 1 & 2 only (skip printing 
instructions.) Also be sure to print at original size (do not “shrink 
to fit”) otherwise it will not be aligned properly for cutting and 
folding. Because the design is single-color, you can print on any 
color paper or using different ink colors for added zest!

Folding and Cutting
Folding
Using the diagram as a guide, fold on all lines to form 16 
rectangles.  Begin by folding the paper in half short-ways 
(“hamburger bun.”) Direction of fold \/ or /\ does not matter. 
Open and fold edges to middle crease. Open paper again, turn 
the paper the other direction and fold in half long-ways (“hotdog.
bun”) Open paper once more and fold edges to middle crease 
longways. You should end up with 16 rectangles of the same size. 

Cutting
Orient Your Paper
Begin by laying out your sheet of paper such that the front cover 
(no. 16, “How to Stay Inspired”) and back cover of your zine 
(no. 4, “Made by Sally Bozzuto”) are facing up. Turn the paper 
so that the front cover is at bottom right (no. 16, “How to Stay 
Inspired” - right-side up, facing you) and the back cover at top 
right (no. 4, “Made by Sally Bozzuto”, upside down, facing you) 
as shown in diagram. 

The finished zine consists of two covers: rectangle no. 16 (front 
cover) and rectangle no. 4 (back cover), twelve horizontal, two-
page spreads: four seen from this side: 2-3, 6-7, 10-11 and 14-15, 
and three two-page vertical spreads: 1&5 (“Swipe File Formats,”) 
8&12 (“Artist Date Menu”) and 9&13 (“Places to Look.”) The 
fold between the two-page vertical spreads will hold your zine 
together and should not be cut.



First Cut
All thin lines in the diagram represent folds, all thick lines 
represent cuts. Using the diagram as a guide, your first cut will be 
along the bottom crease, short-ways. 
Going from right to left, cut along the crease ¾ of the way - to 
the third place where two creases meet - being sure to leave 
the last ¼ of the paper uncut (between nos. 9 & 13.) I.e. Cut 
along the horizontal crease from just above the front cover (no. 
16) to the end of two-page horizontal spread (no. 14&15, “Other 
Resources,”) stopping at vertical fold between nos. 14 & 13 - thus 
leaving the fold between nos. 9&13 (“Places to Look”) in tact.  

Second Cut
Reorient your paper into the starting position as seen in diagram; 
your second cut will be along the center crease short-ways. 
Going from left to right, cut along the crease ¾ of the way - to the 
third place where two creases meet. I.e. Cut along the horizontal 
crease from just above no. 9 (bottom of Places to Look vertical 
spread) to the end of two-page horizontal spread “Make A Lot,” 
nos. 6&7) stopping at vertical fold between nos. 7&8 thus leaving 
the fold between nos. 8&12 (vertical spread “Artist Date Menu”) 
in tact.  

Last Cut
Reorient your paper into the starting position; your last cut will 
be along the top crease short-ways, just below the back cover. 
Going from right to left, cut along the crease ¾ of the way - to the 
third place where two creases meet - being sure to leave the last ¼ 
of the paper uncut. I.e. Cut along the horizontal crease from just 
above the back cover (no. 4) to the end of two-page horizontal 
spread (no. 2&13, “Create with No Expectations,”) stopping at 
vertical fold between nos. 1 & 2 - thus leaving the fold between 
nos. 1&5 (“Swipe File Formats”) in tact.  

Fold and Finish
Starting from one of the covers - either no. 16, “How to Stay 
Inspired” or no. 4,”Made by Sally Bozzuto” - fold your zine 
along the existing creases so that the cover pages face outward, 
reinforcing or reversing your creases as you go. Once your zine 
is folded it should be in the size of one rectangle with the front 
and back covers facing outward. After all folds are made I like to 
go over the final creases with a bone folder (you can also use the 
back of the handles on a pair of scissors.) 

Need More Help?
For additional help with printing, folding, and cutting - including 
tutorial video - visit sallybozzuto.com/resources. 

Credit and Reproduction
This zine was created by Sally Bozzuto. Feel free to make 
as many full copies as you want and share them with your 
friends! But please do not reproduce any excerpts or parts of 
this zine without permission from the creator. Questions about 
Sally Bozzuto, any part of this zine or want more tips, tricks, 
or guidance on the creative process? Visit sallybozzuto.com/
contact to get in touch!

Cutting and Finishing Instructions Cont.


